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INTRODUCTION 
All groups in this paper aze finite. Notations and conventions are 
standard and taken from Huppert’s book [5], Gorenstein’s book [4], and 
from [9], [lo], [ll]. I& is the finite field with n elements. 
This paper is & continwtion of [ll]. It is our purpose to prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let G be a solvable minimal non-M-group. Assume thut the 
Fitting subgroup F(G) of Q! is not a 2-group Then G haa the following 
structure. 
a) If an odd prime p with I, = 3 (d 4) divi&ee lF(G)l, then F(G) ia 
an extra-special p-group of exponent p. F(G) = CG(F(G)/Z(F(G))). G/F(G) 
acts irreducibly on .F(G)/Z(F(G)) and trivially on Z@‘(G)). G/F(G) is either 
cyclic of odd prime order diifferent fmm p, or cyclic of order 4. 
b) If an odd prime t with t E 1 (mod 4) &tide8 IF(G then F(G) is 
an extra-special t-group of exponent t. F(G) = CG(F(G)/Z(F(G))). G/F(G) acts 
irreducibly on F(G)/.Z(F(G)) and ttivially on Z(P(G)). G/F(G) is either cyclic 
of odd prime order different from t, or quatemzion Of wder 8, or i8omorphic 
to the growp (x, u) satisfying the rekztion ti= uk = 1, xux-l = u-1, k odd 
prime, kft. 
The theorem is in perfect agreement with ctn exspected structure, w 
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can be deduced from the papers of Price and van der Waall [7], [9], 
WI, P11. 
The explicit construction of the groups G occurring in the theorem has 
been given in [9] and [lo]. Construction means that a set of generators 
and relations for G is determined. 
For convenience of the reader we remind that a group T is said to be 
a minimal non-M-group, if every proper subgroup and every proper 
homomorphic image of T is monomial, while T itself is not monomial. 
The techniques used in the proof are based on the papers [l], [2], [7], 
PI, WI, Pll. 
§ 1. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Let G be a solvable minimal non-M-group whose Fitting subgroup J’(G) 
is not a 2-group. We maintain this convention during the whole paper. 
If p] IF(G)], p 3 3 (mod 4), p odd prime, then all the statements of 
the theorem under headline a) have been proved in [9] and [lo]. 
Therefore let p E 1 (mod 4), p] ]P(G)], p odd prime, in the rest of this 
paper. The structure of P(G) has been established in [7], as well as the 
facts that P(G) =Co(P(G)/Z(P(G))), that G/p(G) acts irreducibly on 
P(G)/Z(P(G)) and trivially on Z(F(G)), and that the order of G/J’(G) is 
relatively prime to p. What we have to do, is to settle the structure of 
G/F(G). Partial results have been achieved in [7], [9], [ll]. The structure 
of G/P(G) will be derived in a series of lemmas. As argued in [7], [9] and 
[l l] we can handle our problem by viewing the action of the group G/p(G) 
on an appropriate symplectic module. From now on we write H in stead 
of G/J’(G). All EL-modules with P a field containg Pp, L any subgroup 
of H, are completely reducible, because of (IL], p) = 1. 
LEMMA 1. If H is mot cyclic of odd prime order and also not a 2-gmwp, 
then 02(H) Z H’. 
PROOF. Let H satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. Then J’(G)/Z(p(G)) 
can be converted into a non-singular H-invariant symplectic irreducible 
&H-module V, such that H is minimal symplectic for (ED, I’). See [lo] 
for the definition. Let PQ=Pg(c), where e is a primitive 111/a*-root of 
unity. If Ipg: Pp] would be even, then by [7] H would be cyclic of odd 
prime order contrary to our assumption, Thus [Pp: Pp] = 1 (mod 2). Then 
by lemma 2.6 of [7], H is also minimal symplectic for (P4, I’*) with V* 
some specific irreducible PpH-submodule of Vv* @QP~. The notation and 
meaning of V* will be used in the sequel of this paper when it appears. 
Now assume the existence of a normal subgroup iV of H with lH/IVl = odd 
primes. Then by Berger’s papers [l], [2], V*j~=e(lVii Wa) or V*l~=eiU, 
where Wi + Wa and where Wi, Wa, U are irreducible PqN-submodules 
of I’*. By a result mentioned to me by Willems, see the appendix, e and 
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ei are divisors of s, whence e and ei are odd. The case PIN = e( Wi i Wa) 
is impossible by Clifford’s theorem and ei, being odd, leads to the fact 
that some isomorphic copy of U is non-singular. See the lemma in the 
appendix. This contradicts lemma 2.3 of [7], for EI is minimal symplectic 
for (Pp., P). Hence no such N exists. 11 
LEMMA 2. If H ie a e-group then H is a quaternion group of order 8. 
PROOF. Clear from Price’s corollary 2.9 of [7], and by [9]. 1) 
By the lemmas 1 and 2 we may assume H’ 2 02(H) and 02(H) # (1). 
On account of this hypothesis we state the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Assume H’ I 02(H) and 02(H) # (1). Then H/F is a cyclic 
2-group. 
PROOF. The group H/H’ is a 2-group. If H/H’ is not cyclic, then H 
admits a Klein-fourgroup as quotient group. Assume this is so. Then by 
lemma 2.3 of [7], lemma 7.9 of [2], and by Willems’ theorem, it follows 
that Berger’s hypothesis (8.1) of [2] holds for H. We refer to the appendix 
of [ll] for a full quotation of this hypothesis. We have Horns&V*, I’*) 5 
r>E,. On the other hand, hypothesis (8.1) together with theorem (8.7) 
of [2] yields that - 1 is not a square in Homr,H( I’*, V*). Since #E* = 1 
(mod 4) asp = 1 (mod 4) we see that - 1 = (Bq-1/4)2, where 6 is a primitive 
(q- l)th-root of unity in I&. Hence this contradiction proves lemma 3. 11 
LEMMA 4. Assume H’ I 02(H) and 02(H)# (1). Then H/02(H) is a 
cyclic 2-growp. 
PROOF. Suppose not. Then by Burnside’s basis theorem H/02(H) would 
admit a Klein-fourgroup H/O2(H)/L/02(H) as quotient group, which is 
isomorphic to H/L. Whence L Z H’, contrary to the cyclic structure of 
H/B’. II 
On account of lemma 4 we look at the following chief series of H: 
H; HI r> . . . 5 02(H) II XI 024X) I (1). 
Here 02(H)/X is an elementary abelian chief factor whose order is a power 
of an odd prime (distinct from I, as we saw earlier). Now we have the 
following lemma, whose proof has been given in [9], on account of corollary 
2.9 of [7]. 
LEMMA 6. Let 02(H) C H’, 02(H)# (11, Oat(X)= (1). Then 
H=<x,ujd=ub=1, xux-l=u-1, b odd prime, bzp,). 
whence X=(l). 
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Therefore we may assume that H satisfies the hypotheses and the con- 
clusions of lemmas 1, 3 and 4 and that Oe(X)# (1). In particular H 
contains a normal cyclic subgroup A of odd prime order with A C 02,(X), 
following lemma 2.8 of [7]. Now let R/X be a (cyclic) Sylow 2-subgroup 
of H/X. We have H =Oz(H)R. Let RI be a subgroup of index 2 of R 
containing X. Then HI = 02(H)Rl. The whole secret can be deduced from 
the following diagram. 
H l OR 
I 
HI l 
I 
l RI 
. . 
. . 
. . 
l . . . . . . . . . 
02W X A 
Remember that H is a minimal symplectic group for (I&, V*). Pollowing 
Berger and price, V*lx, = Wi i Ws, where Wi and We are non-isomorphic 
homogeneous totally isotropic spaces, or V*IE~ = eU for some irreducible 
P&r-submodule U of V*. By Willems’ theorem, see the appendix, Wi 
and IV2 are non-isomorphic irreducible PaHI-submodules of V*lxl, whence 
lVi and Ws are the only existing irreducible l&HI-submodules of VEER,. 
The case V+Q = e U cannot appear for HI is the inertia subgroup of an 
irreducible &A-submodule contained in V*/A. See lemma 2.10 of price [7]. 
Now, just as it is done in [9], it is clear that I+“&/ Fir& is not homo- 
geneous. Hence by Berger’s construction in [2], by Price [7], it follows 
that lVi\@tx) and Wrlx are both homogeneous and that 
WlIoz(~) n W2102(~) = (O}, KIx n WZ~X= (0). 
(Notice that here Clifford’s theorem is involved together with the fact 
that HI is the unique subgroup of index 2 in H). In fact it can be easily 
seen that Vi becomes homogeneous when restricted to any (normal) 
subgroup of H that contains 02(H). 
Next we split up our research into three oases. Case III is the argument 
that it suffices for our problem to handle only the cases I and II. 
OASE I 
In this case I we make the assumption that lVil@(x) is an irreducible 
PQ02(H)-module. Then the same holds for lVeloe(~), but lViloe(~) z& 
* lVzlo+). Write WrIoz(,) = UC, i= 1, 2. Hence Ullx is homogeneous and 
U& is also homogeneous, but as we saw above Ullx n U21~=(O}. By 
Willems’ theorem it follows that U~lx = f&J, where Si is an irreducible 
PgX-submodule of Wi and f divides lO2(H)/Xl. The latter integer is a 
power of an odd prime, whence f is odd; that is what we need. 
Now we come to the decisive lemmas in this case I. 
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LEMMA 6. Use the given notatio7ts of case I. Then there exists a direct 
sum decomposition W~/R~= &i . . . i&/T, where &, . . . . & are (not 
necessarily pairwise non-isomorphic) irreducible &RI-submodules of WI 
with the property that Z~[X E SI for all i = 1, . . . . d. The integer d is an odd 
positive integer. T = (0) or T is an l&RI-submodule of WI such that any 
irreducible EaRI-submodule P of T has the property that aimp, P > 2 idimp, &. 
PROOF. Let B be an irreducible l&RI-submodule of WI]R~. As Wl(&= 
= Wlloz(~)jx= UJx=f&, it follows that Blx is isomorphic to a multiple 
of Sl, i.e. B/X is homogeneous. Now RI/X is a cyclic 2-group. We have 
RI= E f&31, fB> 1. Hence by an inductive form of Willems’ theorem fB 
divides IR1/XI. Th us f B is a power of 2. Now assume that fB> 1 for 
any B. Then, if WHIRL = Bli Bz-i- . . . i Bz, we have 
=(dimp,&) times an even number. 
This is clearly a contradiction. Therefore there exists at least one B = & 
(say) with &lx E SI. Assume now that &i . . . i&i T is a direct sum 
decomposition of Wlj~~ with &IX E . . . E &IX E 6’1, and where fo# 1 
for any irreducible &RI-submodule C of T. Again fo is a power of 2, 
whence dimp,T =g dimp,S, with g an even integer. Now we have f& = 
= WIIRllx=(d+g)&. Hence d is an odd integer. 11 
LEMMA 7. Suppose we are in ca.se I. Then V*[R can be decomposed as a 
direct cum of &R-modules !Pt, i = 1, . . ., d and To, such that 
Here d is the odd integer found in lemma 6, and any Fg is an irreducible 
PgR-module. Moreover, for any i = 1, . . . , cl we have dimp,Yg = 2 diq&, and 
each irreducible PgR-submodule of To# (0) has a dimension over Pp, equal 
to at least four times dim+. Further To# (0) if and only if T # (0) in 
lemma 6. 
PROOF. Let 2 be an irreducible P,R-submodule of V*IR, and let LI 
be an irreducible PgRl-submodule of 21~~. Let t E R- RI. Then Lit is an 
irreducible PpRI-submodule of 21 RI. Now WlIq cannot contain an irredu- 
cible &RI-submodule that is isomorphic to an irreducible PpR1-submodule 
of W&Q = wItlR1. (Notice that V*I ~~ = WI-~- Wit by Clifford). Otherwise 
we would come in conflict to the fact that the irreducible submodules 
of W1lx are not isomorphic to the irreducible submodules of W&-. Hence 
~51 is isomorphic to a direct summand of W~(JQ (say). Automatically Lit 
is isomorphic to a direct summand of W21R1, because of W21Rl = wltlf& g 
g ( wlIRl)t. Therefore 21~~ is not irreducible as PgR1-module. By lemma 6 
it follows that W~l~~=&j-...j-ZdiT and W21R1=~lt/...j~dt/Tt. 
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Hence the existence of the required Yt with psIxl g &i &t is guaranteed. 
The statement on the dimensions is now obvious. I] 
LEMMA 8. The growp H does not satisfy lemma 7. Hence case I does 
not occur. 
PROOF. By lemma 6.10 of [8] there is a direct sum decomposition of 
V*]x into irreducible P&submodules of V*Ix such that 
‘v*jR= i ‘j&i 5 (Nj1-kNj2) 
i-1 1-l 
for a certain !J in u (0) and m in u (0). Here all the A& are non-singular 
symplectic and irreducible and all iVj1 and N,s are totally isotropic and 
the Nj1 is an irreducible E&-module such that the matrix representation 
afforded by R on Nji is the inverse-transpose of the matrix representation 
afforded by R on NJZ, for any j. Since V* is minimal symplectic, we find 
that b=O. Then we have a contradiction to lemma 7 by counting dimen- 
sions, merely by the fact that d is odd. ]I 
CASE II 
Let P be a field such that @3 : E,] = 2. We make the following hypothesis 
whose validity is maintained in this case II. 
HYPOTHESIS. Let 7 be an irreducible PH-submodule of V* @‘p,E. We 
assume that the following properties hdd. 
0) P is an absolutely irreducible PH-mod&e. 
1) 2 dimp7=dimp,V*. 
2) PIH, is the direct sum of two non-isomorphic irreducible PH-mod&s 
KandWn. 
3) W1loqHj and E]oq11) are irreducible POs(H)-mod&es. 
4) RI= am-l IT& are homogeneozcs. 
Then the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 9. If H satisfies the. Hypothesis, then H is not minimal 
sym&ctic for (Pp, Vx). 
PROOF. Let v” be the galois-conjugated ELI-module of r, contained 
in V* @p,P (whence V* @p,P= vi va and 72 7”). Consider WI @‘pap. 
This PHI-module is PHI-isomorphic to WI i- WI”. This follows from 2) of 
the Hypothesis. Since now K]o~~H) and m7102tH) are irreducible, it 
follows that (WI G31ppP)lo2(~) E (eU) @F,$ sg (?~~~)IoQI), whence 
e < 2. Now if e = 1, then we are in case I. Thus we may assume that e = 2, 
whence 
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It follows that WI]O~(H)=~U with 27 @F,E g E[o~(H). (Notice that the 
defined U is an irreducible &02(H)-submodule of Wlloq~)). Since Wrlx 
is homogeneous and since W~jx=f&, with 6’1 an irreducible PrlX-sub- 
module of W 1 1 o+z)Ix, it therefore follows that & @s,P is irreducible. 
Write 6’1 @p,P=z. We know that f is odd by Willems’ theorem. By an 
argument similar to that of case I, there exist irreducible P&-modules 
!& such that 
where dims n = . . . = dims ?& = dims &, and g is an odd integer. Further- 
more & = (0) or g contains only irreducible P.&-submodules whose dimen- 
sions over P are each bigger than dims& (in fact, 2 divides (dimBE) 
(dimpFr)-1, where z is some irreducible PRr-submodule of &; see here 
Willems’ theorem). Let t E H - Hr. Then Et, . . . , Et are irreducible con- 
stituents of TltlR1. Any irreducible P&r-submodule B of WI[R~ is not 
isomorphic to the irreducible P&i-submodule Bt of WltlR1, as we know. 
Hence by theorem 4.2 of [12], ?& & Et as P&-modules. The same holds 
for any irreducible PRr-submodule of Wrl~~. Hence by Clifford’s theorem, 
it follows that 
(1) FIR E &+ . . . -j-~+~, 
where dims-t=2 dims%=2 dimpFr for any i=l, . . ..g. g is odd; any 
irreducible PR-submodule ,$! of D is such that dims E> 2 dimp RI. We 
must have 
(2) 8*IR E Cli...iCti-Ct+li...iCt+,iD, 
where the numbering is taken such that Cr &$ P E a for i = 1, . . . , t and 
where C, @I$ P g cf i q for any j = t + 1, . . . , t + s. Any irreducible PR- 
submodule of D &$P is supposed to have an P-dimension bigger than 
2 dims&. Notice that at least one the integers t and s is not zero. We 
have es E cg” for any i=l, . . . . t and q *p for any j=t+l, . . . . t+s. 
On the other hand, 
1 
v*lR @F,fl= (Cl~F,p)i...i(Ct~F~p)i(Ct+l~F,p)i- 
(3) i...i(Ct+s @F$)iD @F$ E 
- i$+ v"IR z G+cl"+ . . . -i-G+c,"+&Dt = 
From equation (3) we derive, using the Krull-Schmidt theorem and 
representation theory, that an indexing can be made among the Cr, . . ., Ct 
such that Cr g CZ, Cs g Cd, etc. Otherwise said, Ci + . . . i Ct E x-1- YQ Cl, 
where each no is even and where xm1 r~ = t and where C; Z& C; if i f j 
for i, j E (1, . . . . a}. Moreover C; is an irreducible P&module such that 
dimp,C; = 2 dims,&. Without loss of clearence we write CS in stead of cl. 
Consider the fact that V*Ix is a non-singular symplectic P&-module. 
Since V* is supposed to be minimal symplectic for (Pg, V*) there exists 
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a direct sum decomposition 
(4) vQ= Z.(Nri-Ni*), 
where NF is an PgR-module dual to the irreducible PqR-module Nt. 
Applying the Krull-Schmidt theorem on equations (2) and (4), and looking 
at the terms Ct+i, . . ., Ct+, we observe that s is an even non-negative 
integer. Indeed, dims, C:+, = dimr, Ct+r and 
Cr;l @F,P Gz (Ct+1 @F,E)* Es (c,,,iEz)* g Cz*i(Ct+l*)", 
where the meaning of all symbols is clear. 
Therefore t + 29 = 2g by (2) and (3), whence t E 2g (mod 4) by the 
conclusion just made. In particular t # 0 as g is odd. We come back to 
these numerical results at the very end of this case II. 
We give a lemma, necessary for the proof of theorem 9. 
LENA 10. Let I be a finite growp, PO be a finite field of 0aa characteristic 
p. Assume that E$ contains all the IIjz+oots of unity and that (III, p) = 1. 
Let A be an irreducible Ed-module. Let El be a field such that [PI : Fo] = 2. 
Then A @JP,J& is either reducible or absolutely irreducible as PJ-module. 
PROOF. Let R be the field obtained by adjoining the Illm-roots of 
unity at the field PO. Then [X: PO] = 2a for some a in U (0). K is a 
splitting field for I and all of its subgroups. Look at the compositum 
KPi. This field is a finite galois extension of PO, where the order of 
Gal (KPl/Po) divides 2a+l. The group Gal (KPl/Po) is cyclic. By galois 
theory, KPi contains a unique field of degree 2 over PO. Since [K: PO] = 2a, 
this means that Pi C K or that Po C K CPi. In the latter case d @r,,Pr 
is either reducible or absolutely irreducible (Pr is a splitting field for 1 
in that case). Thus let Pr C R. Assume that d I&P1 is irreducible. Then 
theorem 24.14 of [3] reveals that Gal (P&)/Pi) E Gal (P&)/PO), where 
PO(x) C K and El(x) _C K in the notation of that theorem. However, 
P13 PO, so 
Gal (PI(x)/PI) = Gal (J~Po(x)/J%) = Gal (p~(x)/(Pl n PO(X))). 
Hence Pi n PO(X) =Po. Let Gal (Pl(x)/Pl) = Ni and Gal (Pl(x)/Po(x)) = Nz. 
Then by galois theory Gal (PlP&)/Po) =NrNa, and Ni n Nz= (1). As 
Gal (PIPo(x)/P 0 is a cyclic e-group, we must have Nr= (1) or Ns= (1). ) 
If Ni = (11, then PI(X) =E 1 so that rl @FOP1 is indeed absolutely irredu- 
cible as soon as this module is irreducible. If Ns = (11, then PI(X) =Po(x), 
so that Gal (P&)/El) = Gal (Eo(x)/Pl) s Gal (Po(x)/Po), whence PI =Po. 
This, however, contradicts [pi : Po] = 2. 11 
COROLLARY 11. U is an absolutely irreducible P,Oz(H)-module and 81 
is an absolutely irreducible P,X-modzlle. 
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PROOF. It is proved above that U @xQ P and & 6~s~ P are irreducible. 
By lemma 10 these modules are absolutely irreducible. Let 17 be a finite 
extension field of Pq. Then X17 is a splitting field for 02(H) (with K from 
the proof of lemma 10, 1=02(H)) and for X. Thus (U I%, P) I& PK17 
is irreducible, or otherwise said, (U 8~~ n) @nPKfl is irreducible. Thus 
U @F, I7 is irreducible. Whence U is absolutely irreducible as &02(H)- 
module. The same holds for Si as well. 11 
Since e = 2 is assumed, we have a chain Hr 3 Hs I 02(H) with IHi/Hs[ = 2. 
Notice that HZ 4 H, as H/02(H) is cyclic. Consider WIIH~. We have, 
according to the Hypothesis, ( WI @Fg E) 1~~ = (F i WY) 1 Hi. Hence 
~$z,/o~(H) = K[oz(H) g (~)l~.Joz(~). Hence K is easily seen to be an 
absolutely irreducible PHI-module. Then v is absolutely irreducible 
too, and K & K from representation theory. It follows then from 
theorem 2.2 of [12], that w1” E K @ ,4, where II is a non-trivial l-dimen- 
sional P(HJOz(H))- module, viewed as PHI-module in a natural way. 
Let D be a matrix representation of HI afforded by the PHI-module E. 
Then, by what we have found, (Trace D(hl))q=J(Fvi)(Trace D(b)), where 
hi is an arbitrary element of HI and A&) is a IHl/02(H)I-root of unity. 
Therefore, if Trace D(Ai) # 0, we have (Trace D(hi))g-l= A&). In that case 
it follows that the order of J(Ri) in P divides (as- l/q--l, IHI/O~(H)I). 
Now IH1/02(H)I is a power of 2 and q+l E 2 (mod 4). Hence I(A(hl))l 
is equal to 1 or 2. Let h E HZ and assume that Trace D(h) # 0. Then 
(Trace D(h))g=Trace D(h) since I(h)= 1. (Notice that h mod 02(H) is a 
square of an element of Hl/Oz(H)). As W I 7 oz(~) is absolutely irreducible 
we see that ri&(~~, (VT @ n)l~, and 71 1 ~~ are all absolutely irreducible. 
By theorem 2.1 of [12] and the calculated traces, it follows that the three 
modules just mentioned, are isomorphic as PHa-modules. Hence WI[H~ 
cannot be irreducible as PqHz-module. (Indeed, otherwise ~IH~ C 
Z (Wi @F~P)IH~, (%IHJ _C (WI @F,P)IH~ and Kl+ & (FIH~)& what is 
not true by the above conclusion). Hence WI]H~ @Fan g 2 mTI+,. 
Therefore, there exists now an irreducible P,Ha-module Sz such that 
WIIR~ E 29. Since $21 02(H) e U, it follows that $ is an absolutely irredu- 
cible PgH2-module. 
Let Hz n R= R2. Hence we have the chain R 5 RI 5 R2 1 X, R2 Q R 
as X 4 R with R/X cyclic. By an argument used before, it follows that 
Ctl~~=.&+&t, where Et and &t are non-isomorphic irreducible P,Ri- 
modules. Moreover E~lx g Si, Ertlx z Sit. Hence Eg and Egt are absolutely 
irreducible PqR1-modules. Furthermore Eg C WI/R~, say. Now EdI% is also 
an absolutely irreducible PqR2-module. Hence E~IR~ is isomorphic to an 
(absolutely) irreducible constituent of QR,. Since 4)x E Dlqlx E Ulx E 
E f&, it follows that 
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where {Fdli= 1, . . . . a} is a set of irreducible EpRz-modules such that any 
F~lx is isomorphic to Si and such that J’+ is not irreducible for any i 
and J’t rb F, for any i #j ; any irreducible E,Rz-submodule Q, of E is 
supposed to have the property that it remains irreducible when restricted 
to X (whence s 6’1) and that @RI is irreducible; Y is supposed to contain 
only irreducible &Rs-modules whose &-dimension is each bigger than 
dimQ’8. Notice that with these conventions it follows that the set {3’*) 
is not empty. 
Apply Mackey’s theorem. Since W~IH~ s 252, we have IV1 E $2*1, see 
the appendix. Therefore (Ql&fil e (QH~)IR~ G IV&. Now let Gt be an 
irreducible constituent of J’$. Then GsIh contains an isomorphic copy 
of 3“. In fact Ggl~, E 3’g as jRl/RsI = 2. Since Gs is absolutely irreducible 
now (by Gflx z Si), and since Ft is absolutely irreducible, it follows that 
FiRl g Gi i (Go @ AI), where LIP is the non-trivial 1-dimensionalEa(Ri/R2)- 
module inflated toPQRi. The point is now that G‘ * Q 8 111. This is true, 
because of the fact that CC, Ft and CC @ di are absolutely irreducible, so 
that the Frobenius-Nakayama reciprocity theorem can be applied. There- 
fore, since Cdl% E Fg g (Gr @ &)I,, it follows that if i #j, F&Q and Yfx1 
have no irreducible constituents in common. 
Therefore 
where any two modules in the sequence El, Ei @I 111, Rz, EZ @ Al, . . . . Ea, 
Eb @ Ai are not isomorphic to each other. Any irreducible constituent 
of 3x1 and YRl has an P,-dimension bigger than 
dimr, Et = dimp, (Et 8 Ai) = dimp, 81. 
Finally we apply Mackey’s theorem on WI. We have (l’ViH)l~ E V*IR E 
= (WIIRl)R. It p is roved before, that if T is some irreducible constituent 
of IViIxl, Tt is not isomorphic to an irreducible constituent of WiIxl. 
Hence by Clifford’s theorem, TR is an irreducible PqR-module contained 
(up to isomorphism) in (W&)R. By the same argument it follows that 
if T1 and T2 are irreducible constituents of wlIR1, then TlR E T2R if and 
only if T1 E T2. 
Hence 
The Krull-Schmidt theorem applied on equations (3), (6) and on our 
remarks on Ci made just before the statement of lemma 10, tells us now 
that 
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Hence a renumbering is possible such that C’zt-1 E &R, Cst s (Et 8 Ifi)s, 
na(-l= nst. The integer a must be even and we have x- 1 nr = 2 xfl n2t-1. 
We have found already that any ni is an even integer. Therefore we have 
not only that t # 0 but also that t = xs1 nt = 2 xE1 na(-1 3 0 (mod 4). 
By a congruence relation earlier derived, we conclude that 0 E t = 2g 
(mod 4). Since the integer g is odd, we have found a contradiction. 
The proof of theorem 9 is complete. 11 
CASE III 
We show that the general case can be reduced to the cases I and II. 
* 
Let P = Homr,H( V*, V*). Hence P is a kite extension field of Pq. Thus 
V* is an absolutely irreducible PH-module. Write F for this module. 
p is isomorphic to an irreducible PH-submodule v* of V* @‘pa P. 
(Indeed, consider the map q: V* @rQP + F induced by ~J(V @ /3)= vs. 
This is an PH-homomorphism onto F. Since V* @,P is completely 
reducible as PH-module, V* @sUP 2 F-j- Ker 9). 
Assume that theorem (6.7)(i) of [2] holds. Then F bears a non-singular 
symplectic form iL : v x F +P, such that H leaves this form invariant 
and such that g = Trfip, h, where g is the symplectic form with V* x V* + 
-+EP and where H is minimal symplectic for (&, V*) with respect to the 
form g. By lemma 2.5 of [7], p is then minimal symplectic for (k, v*) 
and the form h. There exists a finite extension field I? of P for which P’ 
is a splitting field for H and all of its subgroups. Hence p @fc P’ is an 
absolutely irreducible minimal symplectic P’H-module. By a simple 
modification it follows that this case has been dealt with in [ll] or that 
this case can be reduced to Case I. 
If theorem (6.7)(i) does not hold, then theorem (6.7)(ii) of [2] holds. 
Hence there exists a field R such that [k : RJ = 2 and [R: Pa] = 2n. In 
fact R is the fixed field for the involution OL of Gal (P/P,). In this case F 
bears a non-singular H-invariant unitary form h for which g = Tr~llp, (,A), 
where ,u E P with ,$= -p. Again g is the symplectic form for which ‘CT* 
is a minimal symplectic PgH-module. By theorem 8.18 of [2], F is form 
primitive for h, whence F is a minimal module in the sense of page 43 
of [2]. Now F’ 5 can bePH-isomorphically embedded in V* @rqP. Consider 
p as RH-module. Since @:Pp]=2 n+l, it follows from the theorem 9.7 
and the problems 9.6, 9.7 and 9.8 of [6], that c is an irreducible KH- 
module. Write for this module v”*. Moreover S, defined by S= Trfi,&h), 
is a non-singular H-invariant symplectic form on V “*. Now 6 @=P 
contains VT (up to isomorphism). Identify FC v‘;; @xP. The module 
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(V* @rg K) @xP contains 6 @‘KS (up to isomorphism). Hence by 
theorem 9.7 of [6], 6 is KH-isomorphic to a constituent of V* @JF~ K, 
say to e. In an obvious way H is now minimal symplectic for (K, 6) ; 
see also lemma 2.5 of [7]. 
Hence we can replace P4 by K and V* by v^*. Since Fis a minimal 
PH-module, it follows that F satisfies the Hypothesis of Case II, with 
V replaced by F, P replaced by P = Horn& 6, v^*), and I& replaced 
by K. This observation requires a proof, and is given below. 
In order to avoid tildas, dashes etc., we keep notations as simple as 
possible. 
Henceforth we will regard the following situation. 
1) J’ is a faithful finite dimensional irreducible minimal symplectic KH- 
module, char K=p, (p, (HI)= 1, 
2) H/02( H) is a cyclic a-group, 02(H)=H’, OY(X)# (1). 
3) jKl=l (mod 4). 
4) IHlz~, divides IKI - 1. 
5) P=Homx~ (V, I’) satisfies [P: R]= 2. 
6) Tr is symplectic primitive (definition following (7.1) of [2]). 
We have VIH~ = WI-i- Wz, where the Wg are totally isotropic irreducible 
non-isomorphic KHr-modules. This is true by Price’s procedure. Remark 
that V is a minimal module in the sense of Berger. Now WIH E V, Wr is 
uniquely determined by W~/A and ]A 1 1 IK( - 1. Hence by proposition (1.4) 
of [2], Wt is an absolutely irreducible PH-module. We write wi for this 
module. 
LEMXA 12. ~~Joz(H) is an irredzlcible *(02(H))-module. 
PROOF. Let U be an irreducible POs(H)-constituent of wr]ozt~). Let 
7 be the absolutely irreducible PH-module V. Since (6.7)(ii) of [2] and 
(8.18) of [2] hold here (by 5)), it follows that 7 is a unitary primitive 
PH-module. Hence ryio2t~) is a homogeneous $02(H)-module. Thus 
Klo+)=aU for some a> 1. Let E’=Homfio2t~)(U, U). Then the irredu- 
cible PO (H)-module * 2 U is an absolutely irreducible P’Os(H)-module for 
the finite field P’. By 4), [P’: P]= 2”. Since JKI G 1 (mod 4), adjoining 
zs-th roots of unity to P’ with 28] IHI, leads to extensions P” of P’ of 
degree 2”. For such an extension P” I P’, there is an irreducible extension 
UO of U &VP” to the group X: =Stab (HI, U). For such an extension 
module Uo we have Uoffl E % I%# P”, since K is also an absolutely 
irreducible P’Hi-module. Thus @I: = (WY @se P”)]o2tH) is a sum of IHl/Bl 
conjugate non-isomorphic irreducible modules, one of which is U G&P P”. 
Hence @r1o2(~) =R^1 i . . . 4-R; (with t= ~HI/SI), where the s are non- 
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isomorphic and absolutely irreducible P”Oz(EI)-modules. Now qlozt~) = 
=aU. Thus w*;lo2~~) ~a(~+...+~~). So a=l. 11 
Now things can be arranged such that 71 E MI, with MI i MU = WI @KG. 
Furthermore, let T; be an absolutely irreducible $-module, contained 
in I’ 8.~2. We may assume that r / 1~~ contains Mr. Now 71 is a fortiori 
supposed to be isomorphic to vi, as defined in the proof of lemma 12. 
Since 02(g)/X is of odd order and since ri is unitary primitive, it follows - 
that E is a minimal module in the sense of Berger [2], whence W~~O~(H)\X 
is homogeneous. 
Therefore we see that the Hypothesis of Case II holds here with F 
written for r, R written for P,r, k written for P, and finally MI, Mu 
written for my, K respectively. All the calculations as done in Case II 
remain valid for these replacements. 
The proof of the theorem, as announced in the Introduction, is com- 
plete. 11 
§ 2. APPENDIX 
We quote two theorems used several times in this paper. Theorem 13 
was mentioned to me by Dr W. Willems of the University of Mainz. 
THEOREM 13. Let Y be a finite group, N 4 Y, such that Y/N is an 
elementary abelian p-group. Let H be a jinite @d of odd characteristic q, 
q j’ ( Y I, and suppose that E contains primitive 1 Ylrth roots of unity. Assume 
that V is an irreducible PY-module with ramijkation index e( V, N) =e; 
that is, VIN=e(@:_, (M 8 gb)), with {gtli=l, . . . . s} a set of coset repre- 
sentatives of Y module the inertia group I(M) of M in Y and, where M 
is an irreducible EN-module. 
Then e divides / YINI and (Y/N1 = res, where r is the integer obtained in 
the proof. 
PROOP. Observe that P is a splitting field for E( Y/N). Indeed, if p # 2, 
thenE contains primitive p-th roots of unity and so Exp ( Y/N) =p divides 
IP# ; if 1, = 2, then it follows because of the fact that Char P =q# 2. 
Therefore P( Y/N) = @ya1 Wg with the Wt irreducible one-dimensional 
P( Y/N)-modules with n = I YINI. Now we have 
aMy E e( 6 (M ~3 gt))y s (VMy g V %P(Y/N) G 
i-l 
Since dimp Wr = 1, all the V @ W‘ are irreducibleP Y-modules. The theorem 
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of Krull-Schmidt implies now thak .&P= (V @I PI) + . . . -i- (V @ V,), for 
some integer r<n. Hence 
IY/Nj dimpM=dimpMY=r(dimp V)=res(dimp.M). 
Therefore 1 YINI =re8 and el 1 YINI. II 
THEOREM 14. (E Lemma 5.10 of [S]) Let Y be aJinite grog, E a ($nite) 
jielcl, M a completely re&cibleEY-module. #uppose M admits a non-singular 
Y-invariant symplectic form. Then M = MI i . . . i MS where 
(i) Mt is orthogonal to Ml for i #j. 
(ii) Either 
(a) Mt is irreducible and non-sing&~, or 
(b) M,= Psi Pt, the Pi and Pr are isotqk and the matrix repre- 
sentath a@&d by P{ is the inverse traq+pose of that a@dd 
by Pt. 
PROOF. We omit the proof. It is given in [8]. 11 
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